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THE CHRISTCHURCH 
TRAMPER

Published by CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB INC.
 PO Box 527, Christchurch, www.ctc.org.nz

 We are affiliated to the Federated Mountain Clubs of NZ Inc.
Opinions expressed or events described in this newsletter might not actually represent Club policy – we 

can’t be expected to be giving away our secrets. 
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Vice President Warwick Dowling 366 2045 Trip Organiser(day) Bernard Parawa  981 4931 
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Editor Alastair Brown 343 5111 Gear Custodian Ken Brown 359 2000 
Social Convener Sue Napier 338 8926 New Members Craig Beere 374 2392 
    Susan Pearson 337 4914 

 
The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB has members of all ages, and runs tramping trips every 
weekend, ranging from easy (minimal experience required) to hard (high fitness and experience 
required).  We also organise instructional courses and hold weekly social meetings.  Membership 
rates per year are $35 member, $55 couple, $18 junior or associate. 
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of equipment for hire.  The Gear Custodian is Ken Brown 
359 2000.  Note: Club gear assigned to you is your 
responsibility; please take care of it. 
Our Club Hut in the Arthur’s Pass Township has the 
comforts of home but with the mountains at the back 
door. – Even better now with real showers and inside 
flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!).  A great place for a 
few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase.  
Please book before leaving town to ensure there is a 
bunk available.  For keys and bookings, phone Dave Watson 981 7929; or if he’s away, Rex Vink 
352 5329; or if they’re both away, Andrew Wrapson 980 6006.  Hut fees are $8 member, $8 
member’s partner, $15 non-member, $4 kids under 12.  If you find any problems or maintenance 
required, please tell Dave. 
Social Scene: We meet on Thursdays 7:30 pm at the Canterbury Horticultural Centre (Watling 
Lounge), Hagley Park South, 57 Riccarton Avenue (entrance opposite the hospital).  A variety of 
social functions are organised, the atmosphere informal, and tea and biscuits served.  If you can 
give a presentation or have ideas, please contact Sue Napier 338 8926 or email 
social@ctc.org.nz .  Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest 
speaker, he/she will start at 8:10 pm sharp. 
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, day trips depart at 8:00 am and weekend trips depart at 7:00 pm 
on Fridays, from Shell Carlton Corner Service Station at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and 
opposite Derby Street).  If you aren't taking your car on the trip, park on one of the nearby side 
streets, otherwise it may be wheel clamped or towed.  If you are taking your car please refuel at 
Shell Carlton, as they are kind enough to hold our trip lists.  Every trip gives an indication of petrol 
costs per person.  Please bring it in cash to help the leader divvy up at the end.  If you have 
comments or suggestions for trips, please contact the appropriate trip organiser (listed at top of the 
page). 
Leaders: Please ask for the trip list box (disguised as a shiny red 'Stanley' toolbox) and post the 
trip list into the locked box.  If anyone turns up after this, the service station has a key to open the 
box.  Spare key holders are listed on the box. 

Rates: Tent $3/person/night 
Ice axes, crampons  
harnesses, snow shovel $4/weekend 

Large/small weekend packs $2/weekend 

Mountain radio $30/weekend  
$40/week. 
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Notices 
 
Email: The club operates a moderated email list, whose address is members@ctc.org.nz .  This list is used 
to send out the newsletter, occasional tramping related messages and other invites, and from time to time 
a complete list of the email addresses of CTC members.  Messages intended for the list, and requests to 
join or leave the list should be sent to the above email address.  Note that the moderator will check as to 
the appropriateness of all messages. 
CTC Stickers: The club has Christchurch Tramping Club stickers for members to stick in hut books when 
they visit.  Please contact the secretary at secretary@ctc.org.nz . 
Photos: Thanks to the multi-talented Paul Ashton, we now have photos on the web page to accompany 
trip reports.  Please email photos to paul@tourplan.com . 
Membership Database: If you know of any updates, errors or omissions, email Susan Pearson 
susan@toniq.co.nz or phone 337 4914. 
Access Database: If you know of any new information that concerns obtaining access to the properties we 
tramp on (e.g. change of owner or phone number), please call Ian Dunn 343 2155 or email 
ian.dunn@paradise.net.nz . 
Club Hut: When using the Club Hut, please be careful when changing the taps when arriving and leaving.  
The consequences of cocking this up (no pun intended) could be severe, so please read the instructions 
carefully. 
Committee: The Committee meets from 7.30 pm on the second Wednesday of every month.  The venue 
changes between committee members' homes.  Club members may attend meetings to discuss matters.  
Contact the Secretary (secretary@ctc.org.nz or 349 2280). 
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DO YOU RECOGNISE THESE PEOPLE? 
 

Christchurch Tramping Club 75th Anniversary 
Weekend after Easter 2007 (14/15 April 2007) 

 
Get your booking to 

Rex or Greta Vink, Ph (03) 352 5329, PO Box 527, Christchurch 
email greta-vink@clear.net.nz 

(No door sales) 
 

Don’t miss out on our great anniversary calendars and t-shirts 
Check the flier with this newsletter or the CTC website 
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Newsletter Online: There is a new members-only area of the club web site.  At present it contains Word 
and PDF versions of all club newsletters from 2002 onwards. Each time a newsletter comes out, it will be 
made available in the members only area and an email will be sent to the club mailing list alerting members 
to this, and supplying login details. On the CTC home page there is a link to the members-only area, as 
well as contact addresses for those needing login details (who aren't on the club email list, or who can't 
wait until the next newsletter comes out to get login details). If you haven’t got login details already, get 
them from Jenny Harlow (secretary@ctc.org.nz or 349 2280) or Susan Pearson (susan@toniq.co.nz or 
337 4914). 
Crampon Retention: Just a wee reminder that stuff attached to the side of your pack is liable to come off, 
if not securely attached, especially when bush bashing.  Many CTC members have bitter memories of 
having lost valuable stuff in such a way (editor included).  Remember that crampon patches are not 
necessarily to be trusted, and anything tied on needs at least one backup connection point in case of 
failure. 
Mountain Radio: The Canterbury Mountain Radio Service has changed its address to c/- Ballingers 
Hunting & Fishing, 173 Montreal Street, P.O. Box 22-342, Christchurch, New Zealand. 
Get Fit for Tramping: Wednesday 15 November is the first of Susan's "Get Fit for Tramping" Wednesday 
hourly sessions.  Come along to Mt Vernon carpark at 6:00pm on Wednesdays.  This is Susan’s backyard 
and she can show you 5 or 6 circuits of varying distance and difficulty. The aim is to pick the right one for 
you to complete in 1 hour.  As you get fitter, you move on to the next circuit.  Race yourself or a fellow 
tramper to push your boundaries.  Talk to Susan at club night and she’ll show you the circuits on the map.  
Please note that there are no trip lists and no ‘leaders’.  After some initial help from Susan, you should be 
confident enough to follow well marked tracks on your own and be self reliant.  After getting people settled 
on their circuits, Susan herself will be aiming at the Moderate level circuits. 
 
Classifieds 
 
Classified Ads: Are available to CTC members at no charge. 
Advance notice: Worrying about Christmas pressies already?  Looking forward to summer and being able 
to wear t-shirts again instead of multiple thermal layers?    Wondering what to do for a replacement for that 
calendar in the loo?    The Club will be producing both t-shirts and calendars in celebration of the 75th 
anniversary next year.  Both will be on sale before Christmas.   More information in future newsletters, or 
contact the secretary (secretary@ctc.org.nz) 
Glow in the Dark Rosa Street Party: Nigel, Ruha or Kahu are having a housewarming party on Saturday 
11 November 2006 as they will have just finished building their house. Everyone is welcome. The address 
is 14 Rosa Street, Rolleston (Near Fairhurst Place, off Lowes Road)  At  5 pm there will be children's crafts  
6 p.m. A shared tea.  Picnic chairs would be handy.  7 pm Pardy Time!!  Theme: Glow in the Dark. RSVP 
to Nigel, Ruha or Kahu by Thursday 9 November. (Will keep you posted if the date changes due to any 
building problems) Phone: 389 2256 or nigel.ruha@slingshot.co.nz 
 
External Events of interest 
 
Locator Beacons: The current 121.5 MHz locator beacons (the type the club owns and probably the type 
you own if you have one) will be obsolete from February 2009, when monitoring will cease.  The powers-
that-be recommend that you are fully upgraded to the new 406MHz beacons well before then.  See 
www.beacons.org.nz for more detail. 
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Calendar of Trips and Social Events 
2006-10-26 Thu - Newsletter night 
Thursday 26 October   
Newsletter night: “Tramp Wise”: After origami we will be having an informal discussion on “What happens 
if the trip does not go according to plan?”  This months incident report and discussion focuses on what 
happens when the weather turns nasty and one member of the party fails to keep warm... and becomes 
hypothermic.   
2006-10-28 Sat - Pfeifer Tops 
Weekend 28-29 October  Leader: Warwick Dowling 366 2045 
Pfeifer Tops: A trip with great tops and stunning views over Lake Karapataka.  
With the route up now recut, it is a good time to access these tops.  Day one 
follows up the Paratu Stream to Waharoa Saddle and on up the ridge to the 
easy open tops which are followed to the Biv (where there is also great 
camping).  Day two is a little more interesting with some route finding needed.  It 
climbs over the shoulder of Mt Pfeifer, down through a little bit of scrub and 
down the long ridge above Lake Karapataka through the forest to pick up the 
track beside the small saddle at the end of the lake which is then followed back 
to the Otira River.   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closed: 19 Oct 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $40 

2006-10-29 Sun - Mt Barron 
Sunday 29 October  Leader: Sue Hely 337 5453 
Mt Barron: A fun filled wee peak, not far from Otira.    Grade: Hard 

 Closed: 26 Oct 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 

2006-10-29 Sun - Mt Richardson 
Sunday 29 October  Leader: Pam Crosswell 338 5511 
Mt Richardson: Club classic Oxford-Glentui area. 11km, approx 600m height 
gain, well formed tracks. Track begins in lush beech forest. Enjoy the sweet 
perfume of honeydew on blackened sooty trunks. Ascend the ridge to a tussock-
covered summit. 5hrs return. Views of Puketeraki Range and Lees Valley.   

 Grade: Easy 
 Closed: 26 Oct 
 Map: L34 M34  
 Approx: $15 

2006-11-02 Thu - David Gwyther 
Thursday 2 November   
David Gwyther: is a young Australian bushwalker who is coming to New Zealand to tramp for several 
months. 
He is a member of a bushwalker's club back home and has kindly agreed to show some pictures of and 
chat about some of his favourite tramps (or bushwalks).   
2006-11-04 Sat - CTC Party - base camp weekend trip 
Weekend 4-5 November  Leader: Sue Napier 338 8926 
CTC Party - base camp weekend trip: This will hopefully be held at Fox 
Lodge, which is the lodge attached to Fox Peak ski Field, near Fairlie, but venue 
MIGHT change – info will be emailed out at a later date. There is 
accommodation in bunk rooms ($16 to $20 depending on numbers). The 
Saturday evening dinner / dance will have a Formal theme. People will be asked 
if they can produce food for a particular course. Activities available will be 
tramping of all grades and mountain bilking etc. All welcome, including children. 
For more info please contact Sue.   

 Grade: Party 
 Closed: 26 Oct 
 Map:    
 Approx: $60 

2006-11-05 Sun - Hilltop to Mt Fitzgerald 
Sunday 5 November  Leader: Bruce Miller 349 3611 
Hilltop to Mt Fitzgerald: Walk starts beyond Hilltop on the way to Akaroa. The 
summit is located in a scenic reserve with forest remnants featuring totara, 
kahikatea and matai.   

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 2 Nov 
 Map: N36   
 Approx: $15 

2006-11-09 Thu - Martina Bohacova on the Czech Republic 
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Thursday 9 November   
Martina Bohacova on the Czech Republic: Martina is doing a presentation on her home country, the 
Czech Republic, and then there will be a few pictures of her tramping trips in New Zealand.   
2006-11-11 Sat - Motukarara - Little River 
Saturday 11 November  Leader: Andrew Nichols 981 6698 
Motukarara - Little River: An opportunity to try something new on this recently 
completed section of historic rail trail. Ride safely, far from the maddening 
crowd, with the Peninsula on one side and Lakes Ellesmere and Forsyth with 
their attendant wildlife on the other.   

 Grade: Easy/MTB 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: N36   
 Approx: $15 

2006-11-11 Sat - Glenroy Tops 
Weekend 11-12 November  Leader: Steve Bruerton 322 6196 
Glenroy Tops: An extended traverse along the tops at the head of the Glenroy 
River area, Lewis Pass. Good tops with lots of tarns. Start at either Cannibal 
gorge or Lake Daniels end. Details to be confirmed.   

 Grade: Hard 
 Closes: 2 Nov 
 Map: M31   
 Approx: $40 

2006-11-11 Sat - Snow Shelters 
Weekend 11-12 November  Leader: Richard Wills 389 8671 
Snow Shelters: When you are caught out by the weather or if you fancy a 
home on the range without carrying a tent, then learn how to be a cave dweller, 
an Innuit, lodge like a beaver or take to the trenches. Participants must have 
done a Basic Snowcraft Course or equivalent, and be willing to stay overnight in 
what they create!   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 2 Nov 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $35 

2006-11-12 Sun - The Dome 
Sunday 12 November  Leader: Alastair Brown 343 5111 
The Dome: A classic Arthur's Pass peak.  1938m.  A marvellous combination of 
mixed terrain and the usual promises of stunning views.   

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $25 

2006-11-16 Thu - No club night 
Thursday 16 November   
No club night: due to show weekend – have a great tramp.   
2006-11-17 Fri - Kokatahi - Toaroha via Zit Saddle 
Long Weekend 17-19 November  Leader: Alan Ross 384 6425 
Kokatahi - Toaroha via Zit Saddle: A classic West Coast trip, with wild West 
Coast bush, open tops with great views,and even a hot pool! The plan is to 
tramp up the Kokatahi track to the Boo Boo Hut then climb up the Pinnacle 
Ridge track to the tops and to camp beside the biv on day one. Saturday will be 
spent traversing the open tops of the Toaroha Range before droping to Zit 
Saddle and then down Adventure Ridge to the Toaroha Valley with its good hut 
and hot pool. Sunday is down the Toaroha Valley track and back to the car. All 
in all a great way to spend show weekend. Talk to Alan about gear needs (ice 
axe, etc).   

 Grade: ModHard 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: J33   
 Approx: $60 

2006-11-17 Fri - Mt Adams 
Long Weekend 17-19 November  Leader: Alastair Brown 343 5111 
Mt Adams: Mt Adams stands well west of most other 2000m high mountains on 
the West Coast and therefore is a wonderful view point. The route starts in 
lowlevel bush and traverses all vegetation zones as it climbs to camp at the 
bush line. Come and join Freddie in climbing this classic trampers peak. Ice axe 
and crampons needed.   

 Grade: Hard 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: J33   
 Approx: $50 

2006-11-17 Fri - Mt Alexander 
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Long Weekend 17-19 November  Leader: Susan Pearson 337 4914 
Mt Alexander: Mt Alexander (1958m) is a classic “tramper’s” peak in the Lake 
Brunner region.  It is usually done as a hard weekend trip.   The extra day allows 
more ‘moderate’ trampers to enjoy this tramp.  Leaving town on Thursday 
evening, we will spend the night at the club hut. On Friday we will climb (approx 
1200m) to a high camp by some tarns on Friday. On Saturday, we can climb to 
the summit, or just explore this area of weird rock outcrops, tussockland and 
basins.  Potential for magnificent views to the familiar mountains of Arthur’s 
Pass, to the northern Paparoas and even to Mt Cook. After a second night in 
camp we will head down and home. 
Bad west coast weather option: A trip to the Ohau/Hopkins Valley area.   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: K32   
 Approx: $40 

2006-11-17 Fri - Reefton - Goldfields Base Camp 
Long Weekend 17-19 November  Leader: Craig Beere 374 2392 
Reefton - Goldfields Base Camp: A fascinating area to explore with plenty of 
tramping options to places such as Big River, Waiuta, Kirwins Hut, Duffy's Creek 
in the Rahu, or up to the old mining areas behind Reefton.  With so many 
options it's a great place for a base camp.  Talk to Craig for the gritty details.   

 Grade: Easy/All 
 Closes: 9 Nov 
 Map: L30   
 Approx: $60 

2006-11-19 Sun - Mt Bradley (Eye of the Needle) 
Sunday 19 November  Leader: Required 
Mt Bradley (Eye of the Needle): Track starts in picturesque Orton Bradley Park 
and winds its way up onto the Tablelands, across paddocks and then steepens 
towards summit. Commanding views of harbour and entire crater rim.   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 16 Nov 
 Map: M35 N36  
 Approx: $15 

2006-11-23 Thu - Penny Coffey on Mungo Pass, and the Central North Island 
Thursday 23 November   
Penny Coffey on Mungo Pass, and the Central North Island: The first trip includes a tramp up the 
Wilberforce, over Mungo Pass etc and out down the Whitcombe. The second covers a week long tramping 
trip to the Central Plateau, and the Egmont area.   
2006-11-25 Sat - Lagoon Saddle / Jordan Saddle 
Weekend 25-26 November  Leader: Andrew Turton 332 8275 
Lagoon Saddle / Jordan Saddle: An interesting Arthur's Pass tops trip 
traversing the open tussock and scree tops  with a high camp on Saturday night.  
The route climbs up the track from Cora Lynn to Lagoon Saddle before 
traversing the tops (no track) past Mid hill to camp near Bruce Saddle. Packard  
peak is easily accessible on Sunday before continuing along the Black range to 
Jordan Saddle or down Hut Spur and on down to the road.   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 16 Nov 
 Map: K34   
 Approx: $50 

2006-11-26 Sun - Broken River - Kowhai Stream via Otarama & Torlesse 
Sunday 26 November  Leader: Richard Lobb 351 2344 
Broken River - Kowhai Stream via Otarama & Torlesse: A variation on the 
classic Torlesse Traverse - a 90 degree variation, involving much exploration of 
normally undisturbed territory.   

 Grade: Hard 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map: K34 L34 L35 
 Approx: $20 

2006-11-26 Sun - Mt Somers Hut 
Sunday 26 November  Leader: Malcolm Carr 332 2581 
Mt Somers Hut: From Woolshed Creek car park it’s 2-3 hrs to hut and 2-3 hrs 
to return on the stunning Mt Somers walkway.  7km, 300m height gain, well 
tracked.  Historic coal mining remnants give added interest to this exquisite sub 
alpine area.   

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map: K36   
 Approx: $20 

2006-11-30 Thu - Newsletter night 
Thursday 30 November   
Newsletter night: This is the usual origami, followed by a presentation on how to use a mountain radio – 
an absolute must for those going on weekend and multi day trips.   
2006-12-02 Sat - Three Deans 
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Saturday 2 December  Leader: John Taylor 942 3012 
Three Deans: In behind Amberley in the foothills.  A nice day walk with some 
scenery.   

 Grade: Easy 
 Closes: 30 Nov 
 Map: M34   
 Approx: $15 

2006-12-02 Sat - Lake Tennyson Base Camp 
Weekend 2-3 December  Leader: Bernard Parawa 981 4931 
Lake Tennyson Base Camp: Join Bernard for a great place for a base camp 
under the Beech trees beside the lake. Princess bath is just one option for 
tramping, there are options for all grades as well as scope for fishing, and 
mountain biking.   

 Grade: Easy/All/MTB 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map: M31   
 Approx: $40 

2006-12-02 Sat - Navigation 
Weekend 2-3 December  Leader: Richard Wills 389 8671 
Navigation: Learn how to read a map, line up a compass, fix your position, 
tame the terrain and find your way from here to there whether up in the clouds 
or down in the bush. Map L34, notebook, pencil, rubber and a compass with a 
transparent base required. Magnifying glass useful for reading map detail. 
Classroom/Port Hills session on Saturday and "In the Bush" training near Mt 
Oxford on Sunday. Check with Richard if you need advice on purchasing any 
items. Saturday venue to be announced.   

 Grade: Training 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map: L34   
 Approx: $25 

2006-12-07 Thu - Annual BBQ at Halswell Quarry 
Thursday 7 December   
Annual BBQ at Halswell Quarry: Meet at 6pm. Bring your own food and drink. BBQ’s will be provided.  
This is a great social event in the awesome warm weather that we will have. All welcome, including the 
kids.   
2006-12-08 Fri - The Dragons Teeth – Kahurangi National Park 
8 Dec to ~17 Dec  Leader: Susan Pearson 337 4914 
The Dragons Teeth – Kahurangi National Park: A circular trip with 
spectacular scenery through country which has seen human activity in gold 
mining and early hydro schemes.  The area has many varied interesting and 
historic huts and also a lake created by a earthquake.  Partly tracked, partly not, 
expect the tramp to be challenging but not relentless. Leaving Friday evening 
8th Dec returning 8 or 9(10) days later (weather?).  Day 1: Cobb reservoir to 
luxurious Fenella Hut (14 bunks) to experience the loo with the stained glass 
window and designer hand wash basin, the hut’s fascinating reading material 
and its refreshing swimming pool.  Day 2:  Slog up Kakapo (1783m) and along 
to Lonely Lake with its 3 bunk hut. Day 3: The difficult day – find the way over, 
under or through the Douglas Range (Drunken Sailors, Anatoki Peak and The 
Dragons Teeth) to stunning scenic Adelaide Tarn and tiny Trident Hut with its 4 
short, sacking bunks and historic hut book.  Day 4: Climb up and through the 
Needles Eye then follow the ridge to Green Saddle, finally dropping down 
through marshy long grass under the Lead hills to historic Boulder lake and its 
comfy new(ish) hut (8 bunks).  Day 5: Restock, recuperate and explore. Day 6: 
Climb up to the saddle to the south of the Lake and find a way down to the 
Anatoki Hut – with its wetback fuelled hot shower!  Day 7: Follow the track to the 
new(ish) Lake Stanley for lunch and on to Waingaro Forks Hut.  Day 8: Find a 
way up onto the Lockett Range planning a high camp by Lake Lockett. Day 9: 
Wander across the tops via Diamond Lake and Iron Lake and down to The 
Cobb reservoir and our cars.  All plans subject to last minute change depending 
on weather, mood, and general disposition. 

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map: M27   
 Approx: $TBA 

2006-12-09 Sat - Vertical Rope Skills 
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Saturday 9 December  Leader: Richard Wills 389 8671 
Vertical Rope Skills: Come along and extend your skills vertically. Learn 
abseiling, prusiking, lowering, safety methods, multi-stage abseils, single rope 
abseils, multi-stage lowering and more.  Some day you may need to do this on a 
tramp. Beginners can learn the basics and for people wanting to upgrade their 
skills, I will be teaching some advanced techniques, to increase safety and 
enable you to deal with some awkward situations. Give your preference for Sat 
or Sun. The day will be chosen on the number of preferences for each day and 
the weather.   

 Grade: Training 
 Closes: 23 Nov 
 Map:    
 Approx: $10 

2006-12-09 Sat - Griffin Creek - Rocky Creek 
Weekend 9-10 December  Leader: Peter Eman 337 3003 
Griffin Creek - Rocky Creek: An interesting West Coast trip with a mixture of 
bush, riverbed, track and also the opportunity of open tops travel. (up to Mt 
Griffin and the Serpentine mine) The tracks have been recut in the last couple of 
years and there is a good hut at Griffin Creek.    

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 30 Nov 
 Map: K33   
 Approx: $40 

2006-12-10 Sun - Little Mt Peel 
Sunday 10 December  Leader: Ken Brown 359 2000 
Little Mt Peel: Peel Forest area. From the Blandswood Road end climb steadily 
via Deer Spur overlooking the Rangitata. 8km, approx 850m height gain, 
marked tracks, some steep. A well-formed track leads to an attractive bush-
edged tarn at 900m. A good spot for lunch. Then it’s on to the summit with 
spectacular views,   

 Grade: Easy/Mod 
 Closes: 7 Dec 
 Map: J37   
 Approx: $25 

2006-12-14 Thu - Norman Hardie on “The Silver Hut expedition” 
Thursday 14 December   
Norman Hardie on “The Silver Hut expedition”: Doctor Pugh who had been the physiologist to the 1953 
Everest Expedition was very keen to undertake long-term experiments on humans at high altitude with the 
intention of making the results available to the planners of future space flights. This was before the first 
sputnik went into orbit. Eventually money was raised and a large group was organised for a ten months 
enterprise at 20,000 feet in the Himalayas during 1960/1. Sir Edmund Hillary was the leader of the party 
which over the scattered period included 23 men, nine from New Zealand and the others from the USA, 
UK and India. 
 To give some incentive to mountaineers and to test the long term effects of the experiment an attempt 
was made on Makalu, fifth highest mountain in the world, at the end of the period. Ama Dablam was 
climbed for the first time and to give some news value for the sponsors a detailed search was made for the 
alleged yeti. Norman Hardie was there for the first three months for the construction of the high laboratory. 
He kept in touch with the others after he left and has photographs covering the whole enterprise. Some of 
Pugh’s medical team have subsequently been the main advisers to American and Russian space station 
experts. 
He will also have copies of his new autobiography, “On My Own Two Feet” available. 
  
2006-12-17 Sun - Mt Catherine 
Sunday 17 December  Leader: Bernard Parawa 981 4931 
Mt Catherine: Upper Rangitata Lake Heron area.    Grade: ModHard 

 Closes: 14 Dec 
 Map: J35   
 Approx: $25 

2006-12-17 Sun - Mt Somers - Canyoning 
Sunday 17 December  Leader: Required 
Mt Somers - Canyoning: Wet t-shirts anyone? Fantastic summer fun in a 
beautiful landscape. Let the river be your guide.   

 Grade: Easy/Wet 
 Closes: 14 Dec 
 Map: K36   
 Approx: $25 

2006-12-26 Tue - Hopkins - Temple - Ahuriri - Snowy Gorge Creek - Maitland - Hopkins 
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Between Xmas 2006 & Jan 14 2007  Leader: Warwick Dowling 366 2045 
Hopkins - Temple - Ahuriri - Snowy Gorge Creek - Maitland - Hopkins: This 
circuit starts and ends at the top of Lake Ohau, tramping to the west and north. 
Lovely country over snowy passes and beautiful valleys. Pace medium. Ice-axe 
and crampons required for the Temple - Ahuriri crossing. Actual walking 4-5 
days. Departure date yet to be confirmed. Expressions of interest invited.   

 Grade: Moderate 
 Closes: 14 Dec 
 Map: G38 H38  
 Approx: $TBA 

 
A saddle near Lewis Pass (photo deleted) 

Trip Report 
 
 

Tumbledown Bay 
 
 
Well the tramp morphed twice before finally bedding in and Brent’s adaptability was tested to the max.  
Plan A was to walk along the ridge between Tumbledown Bay and Te Oka Bay, but Brent never managed 
to get through to the farmer for permission.  So plan B was hatched. This was more adventurous and 
involved walking the bays and cliff tops from Birdling’s Flat to Tumbledown bay.  This sounded like great 
fun until we got (well some of us, but that’s another story) to Birdling’s Flat and discovered that the wind 
was so ferocious, that standing up was an effort and walking into the wind was a joke.  
 
So Brent gave the command to abandon Plan B and drive onwards to Tumbledown Bay itself.  The bay has 
a pretty sheltered sandy beach and is separated from Te Oka bay by a promontory with an imposing finger 
of rock called Boaz.  After visiting Boaz we wandered on down to Te Oka Bay for an unearned break where 
some harmonious beach furniture had been made. Here, on a grassy patch beside the sand-less black 
bouldery beach, we were serendipitously presented with Plan C by the land owners.  They had come down 
to the beach to socialise and gave us the nod for the track to Hells Gate, informing us that as a bonus, we 
would see seals along the way. 
 
As we wandered along the old 4WD track I took stock of my companions.  Our group of 13, included 7 non 
members mostly very new to the club, including one couple very new to NZ.  So I spun a few tramping 
horror stories (as one does) to see if the newbies could be spooked.  This set the scene for a spate of 
infinitely worse tales spun mostly by Dennis.  The newbies admirably kept their cool, so passing the first 
test with flying colours. 
 
The next test was to see if I could persuade them to follow me along the steeper and rougher sheep tracks 
part way down the cliff, in preference to the pleasant and even 4WD track.  A few followed me to start with, 
but they soon rumbled me and scooted up to the track to walk with Brent.  Second test passed.  Of course I 
had more fun because I was closer to the beaches where the smelly seals were barking and basking. 
 
When we got to Hells Gate, we had views to the SE across the mouth of Robin Hood Bay to the 
interestingly named headland called Snuffle Nose. However, we did not linger since the wind was eye-
wateringly fierce, so once again we retreated back to the valley and shelter. 
 
In order to turn the tramp into a bit of a loop we needed to go cross country, to link up two 4WD tracks.  So 
this was a third test for the newbies, off track tramping.  Brent and Phil and I followed our noses as we 
struck out up the steep hillside in the general direction of our link track.  Some mumblings of dismay were 
heard, but by and large the group kept together and it was not necessary to deal with any mutiny.  
 
So we were soon back at Te Oka bay and sociable chatter meant we hardly noticed the road back to the 
cars.  A small detour to Little River allowed us to indulge in ice cream, coffee and cake before returning 
home.  Thanks to everyone, for making the tramp so enjoyable, I hope everyone enjoyed it as much as I 
did. 
 
Trampers - Marc and Paula, Janita, Tracy Miers, Phil Tree, Rob, Brent Crammond, Susan Pearson 
(scribe), Liz Blackett, Les Grant, Dennis, Ray, Julie Hayward. 
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Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor (editor@ctc.org.nz) by Sunday, 26 November – 
Thanks. 

 
River crossing at Queen’s Birthday (photo deleted) 

 
 


